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Yi Jing is a profound subject study that engages both the logic and the imagination. However, it

does not mean itâ€™s wisdom is difficult to apply. If you belong to the group that prefers reading

thick philosophical version of the Yi Jing, this book is not for you. This book is the collective wisdom

and experience of our team at aoyi. It is written and structured to avoid information overload and at

the same time make this knowledge easy to apply.This bookâ€¦will not turn you into a master, but it

should equip you with the know-how to do divination for most of your encounters in your daily life.

By the time you finish reading his book, you will be able to tell if an event is auspicious or

inauspicious WITHOUT the need to refer to Yi Jing text.
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Since i was in aware of Numerology of I Ching from other readings.. i found this book a similar

interesting quick but essential approach.. It's theory-technique is enough presented in the text... I

expected more practical examples of the way some body can use this theory-technique.. For people

interested on this topic, i assume that it is one more intersting resource of low cost .. !



I hesitated buying the book because the authorship wasn't clear to me... "Wave C" sounded like a

rapper rather than a writer of Eastern Philosophy and Metaphysics. However I'm glad I purchased

this book as it's one of the best books on I Ching divination outside the yarrow/coin method.This is

wonderful. It's a wonderful work that I don't find too often. I was reading a work by Tsung Hwa Jou

called The Tao of I Ching Way to Divination. He brings up the practice of using I Ching outside the

scope of coin and Yarrow stalks.This book pretty much focuses entirely on that aspect of divination

with I Ching (Yi Jing.) This book focuses on the work of the Plum Blossom method by Shao Yang.

This is a very straight forward text and well worth the price.If you like Master Tsung Hwa Jou's

methodology... this is a great resource for his work. It illuminates some areas he skims over. Since

Tsung Hwa Jou is no longer alive, it is great to see that Chinese metaphysics has continued on with

authors such as this.

This is a fun little e-book. I have a background in 5 element acupressure so those portions of the

book were not new to me. However, there was also some other information I really enjoyed reading

(perhaps not new, but at least explained in a very fresh easy manner for a westerner). What I really

appreciated was the "realness" of the book. The authors never promise plum blossom divination will

solve all your problems and give you life's answers. The text was very authentic in that what was

presented as divination was described as one of many useful tools to have in your toolbox, not

some oversold woo woo. One of the primary basics of dao is "spontaneity". Anything can change at

any minute depending on the actions you take. Yet and still, patterns emerge and it may be helpful

to note relevant patterns as you flow with change. The math is easy. The pictures are great, and the

way the authors progressed through the theory and the methods step by step was very clear.There

are some typos, omissions, and one chart error. I do also wish the authors had expanded on a few

of the case examples at the end (what numbers were actually used, etc). However, still a great and

fun buy even if you just want to learn a little more Chinese cosmology and terminology.If you want a

deep and meandering philosophical Yi Jing exposition, look elsewhere. This is light (but mighty!)

reading and fun with numbers. I encourage working the math with your brain and good old pencil

and paper. It's easy to do and good practice. It's amazing how easy it is to let one's numeracy skills

lapse with over reliance on technology for simple things.

There are very few books written about this particular subject matter.The authors covered the

material directly, included a wonderful summaryon Chinese Metaphysics, and delivered even more

value by added3 bonuses which are phenomenal.Janet A.



A nice and easy book to follow. The English is terrible but excusable. Some aspects written about

Shao Kangjie, the authour of Plum Blossom Numerology (Meihua Yishu), are a bit doubtful but can

be overlooked. Overall, you get what you pay for.
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